
Foreword

The focus of this symposium is on the connection between abstract- and physical-
level representations of objects in autonomous robotic systems. We call "anchor-
ing" the process of creating, and maintaining in time, this connection. Anchor-
ing can thus be seen as a special case of symbol grounding where the symbols
denote physical objects.

Anchoring must necessarily occur in any physically embedded system that
comprises a symbolic reasoning component. A typical example is the problem of
connecting, inside an autonomous robot, the symbol used by a symbolic planner
to refer to a physical object to the data in a perceptual system that pertains
to the same object. This connection must be dynamic, since the same symbol
must be connected to new percepts when the same object is re-acquired. For
instance, a robot may be asked to identify and track a specific person in a crowd
using visual data and given a linguistic description.

Anchoring must also occur in a multiple robot system whenever the robots
exchange information via symbolic representations. We talk in this case of
"grounded communication." A typical example is the problem of establishing
the correspondence between the symbols used by two different robots embed-
ded in the same physical environment to refer to the same physical object. In
RoboCup, for instance, knowledge about the objects in the domain may need
to be exchanged between robots. Grounded communication is also needed for
efficient human-robot cooperation.

The main preoccupation of this symposium is a practical one. Although all
existing robotics systems that comprise a symbolic reasoning component implic-
itly incorporate a solution to the anchoring problem, this solution is typical hid-
den in the code, and it is developed on a system by system basis on a restricted
domain. The ambition of this symposium is to create an interdisciplinary com-
munity that will develop a general theory of anchoring. In particular, we are
interested in unveiling the computational aspects of anchoring, including the
functionalities and representations needed to perform it. We believe that hav-
ing such a theory will greatly advance our ability to build intelligent embedded
systems, and to transfer techniques and results between different systems.
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Invited talks

Higher-order behavior-based systems
Ian Horswill, Northwestern University, Illinois.

Abstract
Classical artificial intelligence systems presuppose that all knowledge is stored
in a central database of logical assertions and that reasoning consists largely
of searching and sequentially updating that database. While this model has
been very successful for disembodied reasoning systems, it is problematic for
robots. I will discuss an alternative class of architectures "tagged behavior-
based systems" that support a large subset of the capabilities of classical AI
architectures, including limited quantified inference, forward- and backward-
chaining, simple natural language question answering and command following,
reification, and computational reflection, while allowing object representations
to remain distributed across multiple sensory and representational modalities.
Although limited, they also support extremely fast, parallel inference.

Conceptual spaces: bridging symbolic, conceptual and connectionist representa-
tion
Peter G~irderfors, Lund University, Sweden.

Abstract
I shall argue that the original symbol grounding problem is caused by the as-
sumptions of a realist semantics and an externalist view on symbols. If a cogni-
tive (conceptualist) view on semantics is assumed, the problem becomes more
manageable. Conceptual spaces will be briefly described. I will argue that
these representational tools can be used to handle the meanings of symbols and
thereby anchor them.

The Selective Tuning model of visual attention and its impact on behaviour-based
control architectures
John Tsotsos, York University, Toronto, Canada.

Abstract
The Selective Tuning model of visual attention is one of the strong hypotheses
for explaining experimental results from psychophysical, neurophysiological and
imaging attention studies in primates and humans. I will present the basics of
the model and show some examples of its functionality as well as its biological
predictions. Previously I had also shown how strict subsumption architectures
cannot scale up to human-like performance without the addition of attention
mechanisms, intermediate representations and goals. I will overview those re-
sults and then present a suggestion for how the integration of the selective tuning
model of attention and behaviors can be accomplished in order to form a new
more powerful architecture for control.




